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1 IntroductionBasically, planning can be seen as an activity of manipulating actions. In the planningliterature, actions are de�ned in an ad-hoc fashion. There do not yet exist human inde-pendent rules to distinguish between \correctly de�ned" actions and \incorrectly de�ned"actions. We believe that for any properly de�ned action, all its properties (i.e. precon-ditions and postconditions) have some kind of inherent connection among them. Noneof these properties can be detached from the de�nition of the action and none of otherirrelevant properties can be attached to the de�nition. For example, we can't expectthat an action can be properly implimented with one of its preconditions unsatis�ed. We�nd that the inherent connection among the properties of an action can be captured bydomain constraints.Domain constraints specify impossible states of a planner's world in a speci�c domain.For example, in the blocks world, (On(x; y); Clear(y)) is a domain constraint which statesthat it is impossible that block y is clear when block x is on the top of it and vice-versa.In planning, domain constraints are used to improve planning e�ciency by pruning thesearch space to avoid branches which will lead to impossible states speci�ed by the domainconstraints (Warren, 1974; Drummond & Currie, 1987; Currie & Tate, 1989; Currie &Tate, 1990; Allen, 1991a). Kelleher et al. suggested that some of the domain constraintscan be automatically constructed from actions (Kelleher & Cohn, 1992; Kelleher, 1990).This, from the other direction, con�rms the mutually dependent relation between actionsand domain constraints.In this report, we propose a set of domain independent and human independentrestrictions which gives a formal description of the mutually dependent relation betweenthe actions and the domain constraints in a problem domain. We also show that theserestrictions can prevent actions from being improperly de�ned.Nonlinear planning is believed to be exponentially more e�cient than linear planning(Chapman, 1987). Nonlinear planning avoids most of the unnecessary backtrackingsexperienced by linear planning. However, some other computational problems arise innonlinear planning. One of the problems is that it is more di�cult to verify nonlinearplans than to verify linear plans. This di�culty is caused by the fact a nonlinear planis partially described. A nonlinear plan is partially speci�ed in two ways, the orderingsare partially speci�ed and the variables in the plan are partially described. A nonlinearplan is conict free only if all the possible completions of the partially speci�ed plan areconict free.Based on the proposed restrictions on actions, in this report, we present a new ap-proach to detect conicts in nonlinear plans. Using this new method, instead of byconsidering all the possible completions, we detect conicts in a nonlinear plan by check-ing that if the set of domain constraints in the concerned problem domain is satis�ed bythe nonlinear plan. We term this conict detecting method domain constraint mainte-nance. we prove that, under the proposed restrictions, a nonlinear plan is conict freeif and only if the corresponding set of domain constraints is satis�ed in its model; i.e.domain constraint maintenance is sound and complete.2 PreliminariesIn this section, we give descriptions of domain constraints and models of nonlinear plans.1
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For deductive planners, planning is a reasoning process within some formal logic. In(Zhang, 1994), we presented a point-based, rei�ed temporal interval logic for nonlinearplanning. In the temporal logic, time is discrete and is in a partial order structure;time points are the only temporal primitives and, therefore, time intervals are referredto by their end-points; assertions of proposition types are interpreted over the biggestpossible time intervals; a proposition type is associated with a time interval through aglobal predicate; there are two proposition types, property and action in the logic; todistinguish between these two types, we use two global predicates Hold and Exec. Theatomic formula Hold(P; ti; tj) expresses that the property P holds true over the biggestpossible time interval (ti; tj) and the atomic formula Exec(A; ti; tj) expresses that theaction A is executed over the biggest possible time interval (ti; tj). An interpretation ofthe temporal logic is a tupleM = hW;R;D;�F ; �P i, whereM is a set of time points; Ris a partial order relation among the time points inW; D is the domain of non-temporalvariables; �F is an interpretation of the function symbols and �P is an interpretation ofthe proposition types. In appendix A, we give the formal de�nition of the temporal logic.In a state-based language, a domain constraint expresses that two properties whichare de�ned to be mutually exclusive are not allowed to hold true at the same state ortime point. In our nonlinear interval temporal logic, if two properties are de�ned to bemutually exclusive, then the temporal intervals over which they hold true respectivelymust not possibly and properly overlap. Then, a set of domain constraints �D for aproblem domain is a set of formulas of the form:8t1; t2; t3; t4:(Hold(p; t1; t2) ^Hold(q; t3; t4) =) t2 4 t3 _ t4 4 t1)If �D contains the above formula, the properties p and q are said to be mutually exclusiveaccording to �D. In the following discussion, for convenience, we often use the notationp! q to represent the domain constraint of the above form. It is not di�cult to provethat if a nonlinear temporal model satis�es a domain constraint of the above form, thenthe intervals of the two properties involved will not possibly and properly overlap.In this temporal logic, a nonlinear plan can be expressed as a well formed temporalformula.Example 1 In the blocks world, let P be a nonlinear plan consisting of two actionsExec(Puton(A;T;B); t1; t1), which moves block A from the table T to the top of blockB at the time point t1, and Exec(Puton(B;T;C); t2; t2), which moves block B from thetable T to the top of block C at the time point t2. In P, both time points t1 and t2 areafter the initial time point T0 and there is no direct temporal relation between t1 and t2.This nonlinear plan can be expressed as a well formed formula as follows.P = Exec(Puton(A;T;B); t1; t1) ^ T0 � t1 ^Exec(Puton(B;T;C); t2; t2) ^ T0 � t2In planning, a given problem domain can be described by a set of actions � and a setof domain constraints �D. In our temporal logic, each action in � can be speci�ed bya set of formulas in Horn clause form ((Zhang, 1994)). However, in this report, we onlyconcern ourselves with the relationship between the actions and the domain constraints.To make the results in this report widely applicable, we use the STRIPS representationof actions to explore this relation. In STRIPS representation, an action consists of a setof preconditions, a set of deleted properties and a set of asserted properties.2
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Figure 1: The point action Puton(x,y,z).Example 2 In the blocks world, the action of stacking blocks can be described in Fig. 1a1.The temporal relations for this action are shown in Fig. 1b.An asserted property of an action is also called a postcondition of the action and aprecondition which is not a deleted property of the action is also termed a postcondition.In our temporal logic, syntactically, a nonlinear plan can be expressed as a well formedtemporal formula. Semantically, a nonlinear plan, together with the corresponding de�-nitions of actions, describes a temporal model. A nonlinear plan consists of a set of timepoints at which some actions are executed and a set of temporal relations among thetime points. Given a nonlinear plan and a set of actions �, based on the closed worldassumption, a temporal model can be built such that the speci�cation of actions in � aresatis�ed by the model.De�nition 1 (Temporal Model of Nonlinear Plan) Given a nonlinear plan P whichconsists of a set of time points at which some actions in � are executed and a set of tem-poral relations among the time points. Then M = hW;R;D;�F ; �P i is said to be thetemporal model of P according to � if it is constructed as follows.1In this de�nition, x is not equal to the table. If y is equal to the table, then Clear(y) is not anasserted property. If z is equal to the table, then Clear(z) is not a deleted property.3
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W = f ti: ti is a time point in Pg [fT0; T1g where T0 represents the initial time pointand T1 represents the universal ending point.R = fti � tj : ti � tj is a temporal relation of Pg [fT0 � ti; ti � T1 : for every time point ti in P.gFor every action A in P�P (A) = f(ti; ti): A is executed at ti in P.gFor every property p which is either a precondition or a postcondition of an action in P�P (p) = f(ti; tj) : if one of the following conditions holds.1. p is an asserted property of an action executed at ti in P and(a) p is a deleted property of an action at tj in P and ti � tj holds in P,and there is no other action which deletes p and is executed at time pointsbetween ti and tj in P.(b) Otherwise tj = T1;2. p is a precondition of an action executed at tk and both the following conditionshold(a) p is an asserted property of an action executed at ti and ti � tk and there isno other action which asserts p and is executed at the time points betweenti and tk in P. Otherwise, ti = T0.(b) p is an deleted property of an actions executed at tj and tk 4 tj and thereis no other action which deletes p and is executed at time points betweentk and tj in P. Otherwise, tj = T1.gLet P be the nonlinear plan given in Example 1, then under the closed world assump-tion and the de�nition of Puton(x; y; z) given in Figure 1, we can construct a nonlineartemporal model of P as shown in Fig. 2. In this �gure, T1 represents the universalending point. A bi-directed line of a property indicates a time interval over which theproperty hold true. For example, the property On(B;T ) holds true over the interval thatis started from T0 and is ended at t2. One of the completions of this nonlinear plan, P 0,is the linear plan in which the action Puton(A;T;B) is executed before Puton(B;T;C).P 0 = Exec(Puton(A;T;B); t1; t1) ^ T0 � t1 ^Exec(Puton(B;T;C); t2; t2) ^ T0 � t2 ^ t1 � t2This completion contains conict. The action Puton(A;T;B) destroies the preconditionClear(B) of the action Puton(B;T;C). Therefore, P is not conict free. The conict inP can be detected by the fact that the domain constraint On(A;B)! Clear(B), i.e.,Hold(On(A;B); t1; T1) ^Hold(Clear(B); T0; T1) =) T1 4 t1 _ T1 4 T0is not satis�ed in the temporal model of P.The Temporal Model of Nonlinear Plan De�nition connects a nonlinear plan with atemporal model. Our purpose is to use domain constraint consistency checking in thenonlinear temporal model of a nonlinear plan to detect conicts in the nonlinear plan.To achieve this, we need to explore further the internal connection between the set ofdomain constraints �D and the set of actions �.4
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Figure 2: The temporal model of a nonlinear plan which contains conict.3 Restrictions on ActionsGenerally, given a problem domain, the set of domain constraints is a set of property pairswhich are forbidden to co-exist. This explanation does not prevent one from arbitrarilyde�ning a set of property pairs in a given problem domain as the domain constraints. Forexample, in the blocks world, one can require that the properties On(A;B) and On(C;D),are mutually exclusive for some special reason. However, such kind of domain constraintsare never considered in the planning literature. In planning, only \reasonable" domainconstraints are considered.Informally, a domain constraint is reasonable if the two properties of the constraintdo not hold true together at any state that is obtainable from an execution of a conictfree plan. This requirement implies that the de�nitions of the set of reasonable domainconstraints should mutually depend on the de�nitions of the actions in the problemdomain. For example, in the blocks world, if the action Puton(x; y; z) is de�ned suchthat Clear(z) is one of its preconditions and one of its deleted properties, then theproperty pair (On(x; z); On(x0; z)) should be a domain constraint. However, if the actionis de�ned such that the Clear(z) is not one of its preconditions and deleted properties,then (On(x; z); On(x0; z)) should not be a domain constraint. This happens when theblocks considered are of di�erent size or z is the table.The set of reasonable domain constraints is mutually dependent upon the set of rea-sonable actions. To formally specify this mutually dependent relation, one may addrestrictions on actions based on domain constraints or vice versa. In this section, we pro-pose a set of restrictions on actions based on the set of domain constraints in the sameproblem domain. These restrictions formally specify the mutually dependent relationbetween reasonable domain constraints and actions. We show that the set of restrictionscan prevent actions from being improperly de�ned. In (Zhang, 1994), we give a set ofrestrictions on domain constraints based on actions.The restrictions that are presented in this section are complement restriction, connec-5
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tion restriction, consistency restriction, inclusion restriction and minimum restriction.3.1 Complement RestrictionGiven a property p, we term all the properties in the problem domain which are mutuallyexclusive with p according to a set of domain constraints �D the complements of paccording to �D. The complement restriction requires that if a property is deleted byan action, then at least one of its complements must be asserted by the action. Thisrequirement is based on the understanding that the real world is \complete". That is,in the real world, for any property, at any moment, either the property holds true orone of its complements holds true. For example, the property that the room is empty ismutually exclusive with the property that there are some people in the room, with theproperty that there is a set of furniture in the room, with the property that there is a dogin the room, et cetera. At any time, either the room is empty or there is something in it.For the same reason, if a property is asserted by an action, then one of its complementsmust be deleted by the action.De�nition 2 (Complement Restriction) Let �D be a set of domain constraints and� be a set of actions. � is said to be complementary for �D if the following conditionshold. For any property p, if p is an asserted (resp. deleted) property of an action Ain �, then there exists at least one deleted (resp. asserted) property q of A such thatp! q 2 �D.Example 3 In the blocks world, let � consist of the action Puton(x,y,z) which is describedin Fig. 1. Let �D be a set domain constraints de�ned below.�D = fOn(x; y)! On(x; y0)jy 6=y0 ;On(x; y)! On(x0; y)jx6=x0^y 6=Table;On(x; y)! Clear(y)jy 6=Table;On(x; y)! On(y; x)gOne can easily check that � is complementary for �D. For example, the two assertedproperties On(x; z) and Clear(y) are mutually exclusive with one of the deleted propertiesOn(x; y) according to �D. The � and �D described above will be referred to several timeswhen we discuss other restrictions in this section.Example 4 The action paint-ceiling(ceiling) given in (Yang, 1989) can be expressed asin Fig. 3. The property Have(paint) may or may not be deleted by the action. Even if itis a deleted property of the action, it is still not considered to be mutually exclusive withthe asserted property Painted(ceiling). Therefore, there is not a deleted property which ismutually exclusive with the asserted property Painted(ceiling). This de�nition of actionis not complementary. In reality, no one would purposelessly repeat painting the ceilingforever. If one does need to paint the ceiling, he must have a reason such as the ceilingis unpainted, the ceiling is in an unpleasant colour, the ceiling has not been painted forover �ve years, et cetera. Any of the above properties should be mutually exclusive withthe property Painted(ceiling) according to a set of reasonable domain constraints. Toprevent the action from being purposelessly repeated forever, at least one of them shouldbe a precondition of the action and this precondition should be deleted by the action.6
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Figure 3: The de�nition of the action paint-ceiling.3.2 Connection RestrictionThe connection restriction is used to prevent irrelevant properties from being improp-erly attached to an action as part of its preconditions or postconditions. For example,associating previous action de�nitions, the property Painted(ceiling) should not be anasserted property of the action Puton(x; y; z) in any circumstances. For any action, all itsdeleted properties and all its asserted properties should have some internal connectionsamongst them. These connections can be captured by the mutually exclusive relationsaccording to a set of reasonable domain constraints.De�nition 3 Given a set of domain constraints �D and a set of properties S, two prop-erties p; q 2 S are said to be connective under �D within S if p! q 2 �D or there is aproperty r 2 S such that p! r 2 �D and r and q are connective under �D within S.If all the properties in the set S are connective under �D within S, then S is said to beconnective under �D.It should be noticed that the fact that two properties are connective under a setof domain constraints does not imply that the two properties are mutually exclusive.For example, let the �D be the set of domain constraints de�ned in Example 3. Thenthe two domain constraints On(A;B)! On(A;C) and On(A;C)! Clear(C) are in�D. According to the above de�nition, On(A;B) and Clear(C) are connective under�D within a set of properties S that contains the three properties. However, the twoproperties are not mutually exclusive under �D.De�nition 4 (Connection Restriction) Given a set of domain constraints �D, anaction is said to be connective under �D if the set of all the deleted properties and all theasserted properties of the action is connective under �D. If all the actions in a set � areconnective under �D, then � is said to be connective under �D.For example, let � be the set of actions and �D be the set of domain constraints thatare de�ned in Example 3. Then � is connective under �D and the connective relation ofthe action is shown in Fig. 4.Example 5 Suppose A is an action de�ned in Fig. 5a. The connective relations under�D, de�ned in Example 3, between the deleted properties and the asserted properties ofthe action are shown in Fig. 5b. In the �gure, the deleted property On(D;E) is notconnective to the other deleted and asserted properties, so the action is not connective.This action is also not complementary for the �D. Intuitively, On(D;E) is irrelevant tothe other properties of the action and should not be attached to this action.7
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Figure 4: The connective relation of action Puton(x,y,z).Fig. 6 shows another unconnected action, which is, however, complementary. Intu-itively, such kinds of action should be replaced by two or more irrelevant sub-actions.The action in Fig. 6 should be replaced by two irrelevant, complementary and connectiveactions Puton(A;B;C) and Unstack(D;E)2.3.3 Consistency RestrictionThe consistency restriction requires that for any action, all its preconditions and all itspostconditions should be consistent respectively. The necessity of this restriction is obvi-ous and intuitive and the actions in any problem domain should satisfy this requirement.De�nition 5 (Consistency Restriction) Given a set of domain constraints �D, anaction A is said to be consistent with �D if for any two preconditions p and q of A,p ! q 62 �D and for any two postconditions r and s of A, r ! s 62 �D. If all theactions in a set � are consistent with �D, then � is said to be consistent with �D.With the introduction of the connection restriction and consistency restriction, thecomplement restriction becomes redundant. Though the complement restriction itself isnot necessary, the discussion of its introduction is helpful for understanding the relation-ship between the set of actions and the set of domain constraints in the same problemdomain.Proposition 1 Given a set of actions � and a set of domain constraints �D, if � isconnective and consistent according to �D, � is complementary according to �D.Proof: For any property p and any action A 2 �, if p is an asserted (a deleted) propertyof A, by connective restriction, it must be mutually exclusive to a property q in the setof all the deleted and all the asserted properties of A. By the consistency restriction, qmust be a deleted (an asserted) property of A. �2The action Unstack(x; y) moves block x from the top of block y to the table. The action will bediscussed later in this section. 8
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Figure 5: A unconnected and noncomplementary action.3.4 Inclusion RestrictionThe inclusion restriction can be regarded as the counterpart of the connection restriction.The connection restriction requires that if a deleted or an asserted property p of an actionis not connective to the other asserted and deleted properties of the action under thedomain constraints �D, then p should not be attached to the action. In contrast, theinclusion restriction requires that all the related properties of an action, according tothe set of domain constraints, should be attached to it either as deleted properties or asasserted properties as long as the consistency restriction and connective restriction aresatis�ed.De�nition 6 (Inclusion Restriction) Given a set of domain constraints �D, an ac-tion A is said to be inclusive according to �D if the following condition hold. For everyasserted (resp. deleted) property p of A, if q is a property such that p! q 2 �D, theneither q is a deleted (resp. asserted) property of A or q is mutually exclusive with a pre-condition (resp. postcondition) of A according to �D. If all the actions in an action set� are inclusive according to �D, then � is said to be inclusive according to �D.According to this restriction, the set of the deleted properties and the set of theasserted properties of an action should include as many properties as possible as long asthe connection and consistency restrictions are satis�ed.Let the action Puton(x; y; z) and the set of domain constraints be the ones that arede�ned in Example 3. It is easy to check that the action Puton(x; y; z) is inclusive9
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Figure 6: A complementary, unconnected action.according to �D. However, if we remove Clear(y) from the asserted properties or removeClear(z) from the deleted properties, the action will not be inclusive according to �D.Example 6 In the blocks world, we add a new action: Unstack(x; y), which moves theblock x from the top of block y down on to the Table. This action is described in Fig. 7.This action is also inclusive according to the �D given in Example 3, though it has fewerproperties than the action Puton(x; y; z) does. For example, the property Clear(Table)should not be added as a deleted property to Unstack(x; y) for it is not mutually exclusivewith either of the asserted properties. Although the propertyOn(y; x) is mutually exclusivewith the deleted property On(x; y), it cannot be added as an asserted property as it is alsomutually exclusive with the postcondition Clear(x).Example 7 Suppose that Swap(x; y) is the action de�ned in Fig. 8a. This action triesto put block x on block y directly from the state that y is on x. This de�nition is com-plementary, consistent and connective for the set of domain constraints �D de�ned inExample 3. However, it is not inclusive. Not all the properties that are mutually exclu-sive with the asserted propertyOn(x; y) and are not mutually exclusive with a preconditionof the action are attached to the action and neither are the properties that are mutually10
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Figure 7: The action Unstack.exclusive with the deleted property On(y; x). The problem is that more than one actionschemata �t this speci�cation. For example, after Swap(x; y), the block y may be onexactly where x was or y may be on the top of some other block that was clear before theaction. Also, the block x must be either on the table or on some other block before theaction. Two possible situations suitable for the de�nition is shown in Fig. 8b. However,the de�nition is suitable for neither of the situations. For example, the de�nition failsto describe the change of the property On(A;C) in both the situations. Therefore, thisaction is improperly de�ned. Fig. 9 shows one possible modi�cation Swap(x; y; z), whichputs the block y exactly where x was. This modi�ed action is inclusive according to the�D and uniquely speci�es one action schemata.

11
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Figure 8: A non-inclusive action.3.5 Minimum RestrictionThe above four restrictions are de�ned on the individual actions. The minimum restric-tion is applied to the whole set of actions for a problem domain. This restriction requiresthat if two di�erent actions in the set � have the same outside e�ects or the outsidee�ects of one action are included in that of the other, then the two actions be replacedby one. In this way, the set of actions remains to be minimum.De�nition 7 (Minimum Restriction) Given a set of domain constraints �D, a set ofactions � is said to be minimum if for any two di�erent actions A1 and A2 in �,either the actions A1 and A2 do not have a common deleted property and they do nothave a common asserted property, 12
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Figure 9: An inclusive action Swap(x,y,z).or either at least one of the deleted properties of A1 is mutually exclusive with one of thedeleted properties of A2 or at least one of the asserted properties of A1 is mutuallyexclusive with one of the asserted properties of A2.Let �D be the set of domain constraints and Puton(x; y; z) be the action de�nedin Example 3 and �1 be a set of actions that consists of the actions Puton(x; y; z) andSwap(x; y; z) (de�ned in Fig. 8b). Let �2 be a set of actions that consists of the actionsPuton(x; y; z) and Unstack(x; y) (de�ned in Fig. 7). It is easy to check that both �1 and�2 are minimum according to the �D. In fact, �1 and �2 satisfy all the other restrictionsaccording to the �D. However, the set �1 [�2 is not minimum for the �D. For example,all the deleted properties and all the asserted properties of the action Unstack(A;B) areincluded in those of the action Swap(B;A; Table). Therefore, the two actions should notco-exist according to the minimum restriction. The reason for this problem is that thetwo actions are not at the same (abstract) level. The action Swap can be seen as a non-atomic action which may take the atomic actions Unstack and Puton as its sub-actions.The action Swap, therefore, should take more time than the other two actions and itshould be considered as an interval action. When non-atomic actions (interval actions)are considered, new properties (internal properties) and new domain constraints shouldalso be introduced. In this example, if the action Swap is de�ned to be an interval action,then at least a new property Holding(x) and new domain constraints Holding(x) !On(y; x), Holding(x)! On(x; y) and Holding(x)! Clear(x) should be introduced.The minimum restriction can be satis�ed by a set of actions that contains both atomicand non-atomic actions (for example, �1 [ �2) and the set of domain constraints thatinvolves internal properties. The above example shows that the minimum restrictioncan prevent actions at di�erent abstraction levels, for example, the action of building ahouse and the action of �xing an electric bulb in the house, from being assigned the sameexecution time (i.e. from being treated both as point actions).Actions are characterized by their e�ects on the outside world. An action's e�ectson the outside world are decided by its deleted and asserted properties. The minimumrestriction requires that two di�erent actions do not co-exist if they have the same outsidee�ects or all the outside e�ects of one action are included in that of the other. In a set ofactions, if two di�erent actions have the same outside e�ects or the outside e�ects of oneaction are included in that of the other, then, because of the inclusion restriction, the twodi�erent actions must di�er in the undeleted preconditions. In this case, to make the set13
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Figure 10: Modifying a set of actions to make them minimum.of actions minimum, the corresponding undeleted preconditions should be modi�ed sothat the two actions can be merged into one. Modi�cation of undeleted preconditions ofactions will not change the outside e�ects of the original actions. The following examplein Kautz's cooking domain from (Tenenberg, 1991) shows how undeleted preconditionscan be modi�ed so that a set of actions that is not minimum can be replaced by one thatis minimum.Example 8 Let � consists of the actions de�ned in Fig. 10a. � is not minimum, becauseany two di�erent actions in the set delete and assert the same properties. Tenenberg usesa variant of the action in Fig. 10b to replace these actions at the abstract level in planning.Using this abstract action to replace all the actions given in Fig. 10a makes � minimum.Tenenberg uses the example to show how the concrete-level actions containing con-crete level details which expand search space can be mapped to more e�cient abstractlevel actions of which approximate solutions can be obtained. This replacement will notharm the original purpose of planning in the problem domain. For example, suppose thatthe planning process on the modi�ed set of actions decides that the mushrooms must becut into pieces before they are fried in the pan. Then the selection between the Slicerand ChefKnife to cut the mushroom will not a�ect this decision (the plan).14
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4 Domain Constraint MaintenanceIn the following discussion, whenever we state that a set of domain constraints �D and aset of actions � satisfy the restrictions, we mean that � is connective, consistent, inclusiveand minimum for �D.Given a nonlinear plan, we can build a nonlinear temporal model according to the cor-responding set of action de�nitions. We suggest that the possible conicts in a nonlinearplan can be detected by checking whether the corresponding set of domain constraintsis satis�ed by the temporal model of the plan. We term this conict detecting methodfor nonlinear plans domain constraint maintenance. In this section, we will prove thatdomain constraint maintenance is sound and complete.4.1 Domain Constraints via Necessary-Biggest-Interval AxiomsIn our temporal logic for nonlinear planning, properties are asserted over the necessarybiggest possible time intervals. That is, if a property is asserted over an interval in aninterpretation, then the interval should be the biggest possible for the property in all thecompletions of the interpretation3. This requirement can be captured by the followingtemporal formula.8t1; t2; t3; t4:(Hold(p; t1; t2) ^Hold(p; t3; t4) =) t2 � t3 _ t4 � t1 _ (t1 = t3 ^ t2 = t4))This formula states that, for any two intervals of the same property p, either they are equalor one of them is strictly before the other. We term such a formula necessary-biggest-interval axiom and we often use �B to represent the set of necessary-biggest-intervalaxioms in a problem domain.We will prove that if �B is not satis�ed by the temporal model of a nonlinear plan,then the nonlinear plan contains conicts. This means that �B is a necessary conditionfor conict freeness of nonlinear plans. However, �B is not a su�cient condition. Forexample, if two di�erent actions that have one common deleted property are executedat exactly the same time point in a nonlinear plan, then �B may still be satis�ed in thetemporal model of this plan. However, this nonlinear plan obviously contains a deletedcondition conict.The set of domain constraints �D is stronger than �B. We will show that �D isnecessary and su�cient for conict freeness of nonlinear plans and �D implies �B. Thenecessary-biggest-interval axiom schema in our temporal logic corresponds to the mainproposition constraint in Allen's interval temporal logic (Allen & Koomen, 1983; Allen,1991b). Allen has already used a set of domain speci�c axioms (i.e. domain constraints)to replace the main proposition constraint in his planning system. To quote Allen:In general, we will not use this constraint4, but use domain-speci�c axiomsfor predicates that are mutually exclusive. For instance, in the blocks world,every block is always either clear, being held, or has another block on top ofit (Allen, 1991b).3If an interpretationM is the tuple hW;R;D; �F ; �P i, then M0 = hW; C(R);D; �F ; �P i is a comple-tion ofM, where C(R) is a total order relation over the time points in W such that R � C(R).4Here, Allen refers to the main proposition constraint which is corresponding to �B in our temporallogic. 15
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However, Allen did not explain why this replacement can be made and he did not givethe conditions under which the replacement can be made. We are going to deal withthese problems in this section. Before we prove the main theorem for these problems, wegive a useful proposition �rst. In fact, this proposition states the minimum restriction ina di�erent way and it is straightforward from the minimum restriction.Proposition 2 Let �D be a set of domain constraints and � be a set of actions suchthat �D and � satisfy the restrictions. For any property p, if p is an asserted property oftwo di�erent actions A1 and A2 in � or p is a deleted property of both the actions, theneither at least, one of the deleted properties of A1 is mutually exclusive with one of thedeleted properties of A2 according to �Dor at least, one of the asserted properties of A1 is mutually exclusive with one of theasserted properties of A2.The following theorem states that, under certain conditions, �D implies �B.Theorem 1 Let �D be a set of domain constraints and � be a set of actions such that�D and � satisfy the restrictions. Suppose that P is a nonlinear plan and M is thenonlinear temporal model of P . If M satis�es �D, then M satis�es �B.Proof Let p be any property. We are going to prove that if M satis�es �D, then Msatis�es the formulaHold(p; t1; t2) ^Hold(p; t3; t4) =) t2 � t3 _ t4 � t1 _ (t1 = t3 ^ t2 = t4)We prove this by induction on the number of the intervals over which p holds in themodel.When the number of the intervals of p equals one, the theorem is trivially satis�ed.Suppose that the theorem holds when the number equals n� 1. Now, we prove that thetheorem holds true when the number equals n.Suppose that the nth interval of p is asserted by action A1 at tn and �nished by actionA2 at t0n5. By induction hypothesis, the other n�1 intervals of p, (t1; t01); : : : ; (tn�1; t0n�1),must be in the linearity relation. By the complement restriction, there must be a deletedproperty q of A1 and an asserted property r of A2 such that p! q 2 �D and p! r 2�D. By the assumption that �D is satis�ed by the model, the intervals of q and r mustbe in the linearity relation with the other n� 1 intervals of p. Without loss of generality,we can assume that the interval of q is between the ith and (i+1)th intervals of p, seeFig. 11.Then there are only two possibilities about the position of the interval (t0n; tl) of r.Case 1. The interval of r is before the (i + 1)th interval of p. That is the temporalrelation tl 4 ti+1 is satis�ed in the model. In this case, the nth interval of p, (tn; t0n)is in the linearity relation with the other n� 1 intervals of p.5We can choose the nth interval (tn; t0n) such that if tn = T0, then t0n 6= T1 and if t0n = T1 thentn 6= T0. Otherwise, there is only one interval of p.16
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Figure 11: The situation when there are n intervals of p.Case 2. The interval of r is after the (i+ 1)th interval of p, i.e. t0i+1 4 t0n. In this case,the interval of q must also be �nished by some action a1 before the time point ti+1.By Proposition 2 and by the assumption that �D is satis�ed, a1 and A1 must bethe same action, see Fig. 12. Suppose that the interval (ti+1; t0i+1) of p is started byaction a2. By the complement restriction, there is at least one deleted property q0of a2 such that q0! p 2 �D. According to the assumption, either the interval ofq0 is after or is before the interval (tn; t0n). Because the interval (t0n; tl) of r is after(ti+1; t0i+1) of p, the only possibility is tn = ti+1The temporal relation t0n = t0i+1 can be proved in a similar way. Therefore, the nthinterval of p is exactly the (i+1)th interval of p and is in the linearity relation withthe other intervals of p by induction hypothesis. �
Figure 12: Part of the temporal model in Case 2.In Example 1, we give a nonlinear plan P that contains conicts. The temporal modelof the nonlinear plan is shown in Fig. 2. In this model, the property Clear(B) holds trueover two intervals (T0; T1) and (T0; t1) with the temporal relation T0 � t1 � T1 satis�ed17
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in the model. Therefore, the necessary biggest interval axiom for Clear(B) is not satis�ed.According to the above theorem, this implies that the set of domain constraints �D isnot satis�ed in the model. In fact, it is the domain constraint On(A;B)! Clear(B)that is not satis�ed in the model.In this section, we have proved that �D implies �B. However, the reverse relationdoes not exist.4.2 Soundness of Domain Constraint MaintenanceIn this section, we are going to prove the soundness of domain constraint maintenance.Domain constraint maintenance detects conict in a nonlinear plan by checking whetherthe temporal model of the nonlinear plan satis�es the corresponding set of domain con-straints. Let P be an arbitrary nonlinear plan,M be its temporal model and �D be thecorresponding set of domain constraints. Domain constraint maintenance is said to besound if the fact that M does not satisfy �D implies that P contains conicts.Theorem 2 (Soundness of Domain Constraint Maintenance) Let �D be a set ofdomain constraints and � be a set of actions such that �D and � satisfy the restrictions.Let P be a nonlinear plan that consists of the actions in � and M be the nonlineartemporal model of P . If P is conict free, then M satis�es �D.The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix B.We have mentioned that �B is a necessary condition for conict freeness for nonlinearplans. This can be easily proved from the above theorem.Theorem 3 Let �D be a set of domain constraints and � be a set of actions such that �Dand � satisfy the restrictions. Let P be a nonlinear plan that consists of the actions in �,M be the nonlinear temporal model of P and �B be the set of necessary-biggest-intervalaxioms. If P is conict free, then M satis�es �B.Proof By Theorem 2, M satis�es �D. By Theorem 1, this theorem is proved. �4.3 Completeness of Domain Constraint MaintenanceIn this section, we will prove the completeness of domain constraint maintenance. Let Pbe an arbitrary nonlinear plan, M be its temporal model and �D be the correspondingset of domain constraints. Domain constraint maintenance is said to be complete if thefact that P contains conicts implies that M does not satisfy �D.Theorem 4 (Completeness of Domain Constraint Maintenance) Let�D be a set of domain constraints and � be a set of actions such that �D and � sat-isfy the restrictions. Let P be a nonlinear plan that consists of the actions in � and Mbe the nonlinear temporal model of P . If M satis�es �D, then P is conict free.18
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Proof By Contradiction. Suppose that in the nonlinear plan P , the action Ai executedat ti may possibly delete one of the preconditions p of the action Aj executed at tj.Therefore, in the temporal model of P , ti is not necessarily after tj. Then, there are onlythree possibilities about the relationship between the two time points in the model.Case 1. ti = tj. In this case, Ai and Aj are not the same action, otherwise, there is noconict at all. Again, there are two possible cases.Subcase 1. p is also deleted by the action Aj. By Proposition 2, either there aretwo asserted properties r1 and r2 of the two actions respectively such thatr1! r2 2 �D or there are two deleted properties q1 and q2 of the two actionsrespectively such that q1 ! q2 2 �D. In both cases, �D is not satis�ed bythe model.Subcase 2. p is not deleted by action Aj. Because p is deleted by action Ai, bythe complement restriction, there exists at least an asserted property q of Aisuch that q! p 2 �D. In this case, q and p necessarily and properly overlap.Therefore, �D is not satis�ed .Case 2. ti � tj. Because Ai possibly deletes the precondition p of Aj in P , then theredoes not exists another action which asserts p and is necessarily between the twoactions in P . Therefore, we can construct a completion of the model of P , in whichthe actions asserting p for Aj precedeAi. Part of this completion is shown in Fig. 13.In this completion of the model, the interval of p �nished at ti properly overlaps theinterval of p which is �nished at tj. This implies that the necessary-biggest-intervalaxiom for p is not satis�ed in the model of P . By Theorem 1, �D is not satis�edby the model.

Figure 13: Part of the temporal model in Case 2.Case 3. Neither ti � tj nor tj 4 ti hold true in the model. In this case, because p is adeleted property of Ai and p is a precondition of Aj, the necessary-biggest-intervalaxiom for p is not satis�ed in the model. By Theorem 1, �D is not satis�ed in themodel. �19
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5 DiscussionIn this report, we propose a set of domain independent and human independent restric-tions on actions. These restrictions are not hard. The domain constraints and the actionsin most problem domains can satisfy these restrictions or can be reasonably modi�ed tosatisfy these restrictions. We show that these restrictions can prevent actions from beingimproperly de�ned. These restrictions also lay down the basis for domain constraintmaintenance. We believe that the basic principles of these restrictions can also be ap-plied in automated program synthesis to regulate program statements and in automatedcircuit design to regulate circuit units. It is desirable to automatically check if a givenset of domain constraints and a set of actions satisfy the restrictions proposed in thisreport. For a limited set of domain constraints and a limited set of actions, the cost ofthe checking is not prohibitive and the checking is needed only once for a speci�c problemdomain.For a given �nite nonlinear plan P , an algorithm of domain constraint maintenancealways stops in a limited time. If the nonlinear plan contains conicts, the algorithm will�nd and report the conicts. Otherwise, the algorithm shows that the plan is conictfree.Given a nonlinear plan P , an algorithm for domain constraint maintenance needsto check a domain constraint for each of the jP j actions in the plan, for each of the kpreconditions, p, of the action, for each of the l properties, q, that are mutually exclusivewith p, for each of the m (< jP j) appearances of q in the model of P . Therefore, such analgorithm has the worst case time complexity of O(jP j2). Considering the O(jP j2) worstcase time complexity needed for the construction of the temporal model of P , the domainconstraint maintenance has the worst case time complexity of O(jP j4). Clearly, domainconstraint maintenance is much more e�cient than detecting conicts of a nonlinearplan by checking all its possible completions. For checking every possible completions ofa nonlinear plan P, the worst case time complexity is O(jP j! � jP j3 � nm) where m isnumber of variables in P and n is the average number of possible values for each variable.Although not explicitly pointed out, the main theoretical results in this report areachieved under the closed world assumption. This is because that, whenever we mentiona temporal model of a nonlinear plan, from the corresponding de�nition, we assume thatall the properties in the model are only a�ected by the actions in the plan.In this report, we only concern ourselves with point actions. The corresponding resultsfor interval actions are given in (Zhang, 1994).6 AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Behnam Bani-Eqbal, Clare Dixon, Ian Pratt and Rajeev Gor�ewho read an early version of this paper and gave valuable comments.This paper is a modi�ed version of part of Zhang's Ph.D. thesis (Zhang, 1994). Thework was partially supported by the British Council and the State Education Commissionof China. 20
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A A Temporal Logic for Nonlinear PlanningA.1 SyntaxGivenDV : a set of data variables,TV : a set of temporal variables which is disjoint from DV ,DF : a set of data function symbols,TF : a set of temporal function symbols which is disjoint from DF ,A: a set of primitive action symbols,P: the set of primitive property symbols which is disjoint from A,the set of data terms, TD, is de�ned recursively as follows1. if t 2 DV , then t 2 TD,2. if f 2 DF , arity(f) = n and t1; : : : ; tn 2 TD, then f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 TD.The de�nition of the set of temporal terms, TT , is similar to that of data terms exceptthat the arguments of temporal functions are not restricted to be temporal terms. Theset of temporal terms, TT , is de�ned as follows:1. if t 2 TV , then t 2 TT ,2. if f 2 TF , arity(f) = n, and t1; : : : ; tn 2 TT STD, then f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 TT .The set of well-formed formulas(w�s) is de�ned inductively as follows:1. If dt1; : : : ; dtn 2 TD, tt1; tt2 2 TT , P 2 P, arity(P ) = n, thenHold(P (dt1; : : : ; dtn); tt1; tt2) is a w�,2. if dt1; : : : ; dtn 2 TD, tt1; tt2 2 TT , A 2 A, arity(A) = n, thenExec(A(dt1; : : : ; dtn); tt1; tt2) is a w�,3. if tt1; tt2 2 TT , then tt1 � tt2 and tt1 4 tt2 are w�s,4. if ' and  are w�s, then so are :', ' ^  ,5. if ' is a w� and v 2 DV STV is a free variable of ', then 8v:'[v] is a w�.We assume the usual de�nitions of _, =),() and 9.
21
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A.2 SemanticsDe�nition 8 A partial order time structure is a pair (W;R) where W is a non-emptyuniverse of time points and R is a partial order relation between the time points in W.De�nition 9 An interpretation of a temporal language is a tuple : M = hW;R;D; �F ; �P iwhere(W;R) is a partial order time structure,D is the domain of data for all the time points in W.�F is a interpretation of the function symbols. If f 2 DF STF and arity(f) = n, then�F (f) 2 (DSW)n �! DSW.�P is a interpretation of the proposition types (actions and properties). If P 2 P SAand arity(P ) = n, then �P (P ) 2 Dn �! 2W�W . We require that if (t1; t2) 2�P (P )(dt1; : : : ; dtn), then (t1; t2) 2 R. To characterize that assertions are inter-preted over the necessarily biggest possible intervals, �P has the property that, if(t1; t2); (t3; t4) 2 �P (P )(dt1; : : : ; dtn) and (t1; t2) and (t3; t4) do not refer to thesame time interval, then either (t2; t3) 2 R or (t4; t1) 2 R.A variable assignment � for a given interpretation M, is a mapping from variablesymbols to the elements of the domains, � : (DV STV ) �! (DSW) which satis�es sortrestriction, i.e. �(x) 2 D if x 2 DV and �(x) 2 W if x 2 TV .For a given interpretation M and variable assignment �, a term assignment � is amapping, � : (TD STT ) �! (DSW) which can be de�ned as follows.1. If t 2 DV STV , then � (t) = �(t),2. if f 2 DF STF and arity(f) = n, then� (f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = �F (f)(� (t1); : : : ; � (tn)).The semantics of the w�s is given with respect to an interpretationM = hW;R;D; �F ; �P ; iand a variable assignment �. The satisfaction relation (j=)of the well formed formulasunder such a pair is de�ned recursively as follows.hM; �i j= Hold(P (dt1; : : : ; dtn); tt1; tt2) i�(� (tt1); � (tt2)) 2 �P (P )(� (t1); : : : � (tn))hM; �i j= Exec(A(dt1; : : : ; dtn); tt1; tt2)i� (� (tt1); � (tt2)) 2 �P (A)(� (t1); : : : � (tn))hM; �i j= t1 � t2 i� (� (t1); � (t2)) 2 RhM; �i j= t1 4 t2 i� (� (t1); � (t2)) 2 R or � (t1) = � (t2)hM; �i j= :' i� hM; �i j= ' is falsehM; �i j= (' ^  ) i� hM; �i j= ' and hM; �i j=  hM; �i j= 8v:' i� hM; � 0i j= ' for all � 0 whichagree with � except possibly on v.22
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An interpretation M is a model for a w� ' (written as M j= ') if hM; �i j= ' forall variable assignments �. A w� is a closed formula if it contains no free variables. If aclosed formula ' is satis�ed by a interpretation M and a variable assignment, then Mis a model of '. A w� ' is said to be satis�able if it has a model. A w� ' is said to bevalid (written as j= ') if its negation is not satis�able.B Soundness of Domain Constraint MaintenanceTheorem 5 (Soundness of Domain Constraint Maintenance) Let �D be a set ofdomain constraints and � be a set of actions such that �D and � satisfy the restrictions.Let P be a nonlinear plan that consists of the actions in � and M be the nonlineartemporal model of P . If P is conict free, then M satis�es �D.Proof We prove that if �D is not satis�ed by the model, then there exist deletedcondition conicts in at least one of the completions of P .Let (ti; t0i) over which p holds true and (tj; t0j) over which q holds be the pair of intervalswhich is the nearest to the initial time point T0 such that p! q 2 �D and neither t0i 4 tjnor t0j 4 ti is satis�ed in the model. By De�nition 1, for any interval of any property inthe model, either it is asserted by an action or it is a precondition of an action. Thenthere are three possibilities.Case 1. Neither of the intervals of p and q are asserted by an action. That is ti = tj = T0.In this case, by De�nition 1 (in page 3) and by the consistency restriction, theymust be preconditions of two di�erent actions in P and there are no other actionsto reassert p and q for these two actions. Then one of them should be \deleted" bythe requirement that the initial conditions for any problem should be consistent. Adeleted condition conict in P occurs.Case 2. Neither of the intervals of p and q is a precondition of an action in the model.By De�nition 1, t0i = t0j = T1. By the consistency restriction, the two intervalsof p and q must be asserted by two di�erent actions, say Ai at ti and Aj at tjrespectively. According to the temporal relation between ti and tj, there are threepossible cases.Subcase 1. Neither ti 4 tj nor tj 4 ti holds in the model. See Fig. 14.By the inclusion restriction, Ai must have a precondition r such that eitherr! q 2 �D or r = q and r is a deleted property of Ai. By the nearest to theinitial point assumption, r = q and r is a deleted property of Ai. Otherwise,the pair of the intervals for r and q is nearer to the initial point than that forp and q. For the same reason, Aj has a deleted property r0 such that r0 = p.Therefore r ! r0 2 �D. This contradicts the nearest to the initial pointassumption for the intervals (ti; t0i) of p and (tj; t0j) of q. So this case is notpossible in any model.Subcase 2. ti � tj or tj � ti holds true in the model. Suppose ti � tj, see Fig. 15.For the same reason given in the subcase 1, r0 = p. In this case, ti � tj andthe action Aj deletes p. By De�nition 1, the interval (ti; t0i) of p should notexist in the model. Therefore, this is also an impossible case.23
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Figure 14: Part of the temporal model in Subcase 1 of Case 2.
Figure 15: Part of the temporal model in Subcase 2 of Case 2.Subcase 3. ti = tj. In this case, the only possibility which is di�erent from thatof subcase 1 and subcase 2 is that r ! q 2 �D and r0 ! p 2 �D and rand r' are deleted properties of Ai and Aj respectively. Then by the inclusionrestriction, r is either a deleted property of Aj or mutually exclusive to aprecondition of Aj. If r is a deleted property of Aj, then, no matter how manyactions assert r before ti (tj), a deleted condition conict occurs among Aiand Aj for r. Otherwise, the case contradicts the nearest to the initial timepoint assumption.Case 3. At least the interval of one property is asserted by an action in P and theinterval of the other property is a precondition of some action in P . We assumethat (ti; t0i) of p is asserted by action Ai at ti and the interval (tj; t0j) of q is aprecondition of action Ak at tk such that tj � tk 4 t0j. By the assumption that �Dis not satis�ed, neither t0i 4 tj nor t0j 4 ti is satis�ed in the model. According tothe relative position of point ti in the model to the time points tj and tk, there are�ve possibilities.Subcase 1. ti = tj. The proof of this case is the same as that of the subcase 3 of24
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case 2.Subcase 2 tj � ti 4 tk holds true or tj � ti and ti has no relation with tk in themodel. We prove the case tj � ti 4 tk, see Fig. 16. The proof for the othercase is similar. By inclusion restriction, Ai has a precondition r such that

Figure 16: The �rst possible temporal model in Subcase 2 of Case 3.either r = q and r is a deleted property of Ai or r! q 2 �D. By the nearestto T0 assumption, r = q. Therefore, Ai deletes the precondition q of Ak.In this case, suppose that there is another action Al at tl which may reassert qfor Ak. If tl is necessarily between tj of Aj and tk of Ak in P, see Fig. 17, thenby Def 1, q should not hold over the interval (tj; t0j) in the model. Otherwise,we can construct a completion of the model in which tl � ti or tk � tl holdstrue and Ai still deletes the precondition q for Ak in this completion.
Figure 17: The second possible temporal model in Subcase 2 of Case 3.Subcase 3. ti has no relation with tj and tk or ti has no relation with tj andti 4 tk. If tj = T0, then by De�nition. 1, there is no other action necessarilybefore tk to assert q for Ak. Then we can construct a completion such thattj � ti 4 tk and no action which asserts q is between ti and tk. Then Ai deletesthe precondition q for Ak. 25
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If tj 6= T0, then the interval (tj; t0j) of q is asserted by an action Aj at tj. Inthis case, one of the preconditions r of Ai is either mutually exclusive with qor equal to q. The case r = q implies that r is mutually exclusive to a deletedproperty of Aj at tj. Both cases contradict the nearest to the initial time pointassumption.Subcase 4. tk � ti � t0j holds true or ti � tk and ti has no relation with t0j in themodel. We prove the case tk � ti � t0j �rst. For the same reason in subcase2, Ai has a deleted property r such that r = q. In this case, tj � tk � tiholds true in the nonlinear plan P . Because Ai deletes q, by De�nition 1,either t0j 4 ti or there exists another action A0k at t0k such that tk � t0k 4 t0j,t0k 64 ti, q is a precondition of A0k and there is not an action that asserts qis necessarily between ti and t0k. The �rst possibility, i.e. the case t0j 4 ti,contradicts the assumption that p! q is not satis�ed by the model. For thesecond possibility, we can construct a completion of the model in which ti � t0kholds and no actions which assert q are between ti and t0k. See Fig. 18. In thiscompletion of the model, Ai deletes the precondition q for A0k.

Figure 18: Part of the temporal model in Subcase 4 of Case 3.For the case that there is no temporal relation between ti and t0j, there is notan action asserting q for A0k necessarily between ti and t0k. Otherwise, ti � t0j.Then we can construct a completion of the model in which Ai deletes q for A0k.Subcase 5. ti � tj holds true in the model. Then q must be an asserted propertyof action Aj at tj. For the similar reason given in the subcase 2, Aj must havea deleted property r0 such that r0 = p. Because Aj is necessary after Ai todelete p, by De�nition 1, either t0i = tj which contradicts that p! q is notsatis�ed or there exists another action Al at tl such that ti � tl 4 t0i and p isa precondition of it. See Fig. 19. This is equivalent to the case that consistsof the subcase 2 and the subcase 4. �26
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